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Introduction 

Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 

examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates.  

The reports will include a general commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects 

examined in the questions and highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. 

A selection of candidate answers is also provided. The reports will also explain aspects which caused 

difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor examination 

technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 

highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. 

A full copy of the question paper and the mark scheme can be downloaded from OCR. 

Advance Information for Summer 2022 assessments  

To support student revision, advance information was published about the focus of exams for Summer 

2022 assessments. Advance information was available for most GCSE, AS and A Level subjects, Core 

Maths, FSMQ, and Cambridge Nationals Information Technologies. You can find more information on 

our website. 

Would you prefer a Word version?  

Did you know that you can save this PDF as a Word file using Acrobat Professional? 

Simply click on File > Export to and select Microsoft Word 

(If you have opened this PDF in your browser you will need to save it first. Simply right click anywhere on 
the page and select Save as . . . to save the PDF. Then open the PDF in Acrobat Professional.) 

If you do not have access to Acrobat Professional there are a number of free applications available that 
will also convert PDF to Word (search for PDF to Word converter). 

https://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/subject-updates/summer-2022-advance-info-639931/
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Paper 9 series overview 

In order perform well on the British thematic study, candidates need to display an understanding of 

change and continuity across a broad sweep of British history, including the analysis of a significant 

event. Candidates’ learning is examined through question questions asking for recall, causation, 

significance and analysis of an issue over two periods as set out in the specification. These skills focus 

on Assessment Objectives 1 and 2; demonstrating knowledge and understanding, as well as explaining 

and analysing historical events. 

Candidates’ scripts spanned a wide range of ability, and it was clear that most candidates had been well 

prepared and demonstrated an understanding of the ‘broad sweep’ of this specification. Marks were 

awarded across the entire mark range for all four questions. 

 

Candidates who did well on this paper 

generally did the following: 

Candidates who did less well on this paper 

generally did the following: 

• gave examples, issues and events relevant 
to the time periods examined by the 
question (Questions 1-4). 

• managed their time effectively, balancing 
their answers proportionally to the mark 
allocations for each of the questions 
(especially important for Question 4) 

• established clear explanatory links back to 
the issues in the questions (Questions 2-4). 

• showed an understanding of how historians 
assess significance (Question 3) 

• had a clear grasp of the key concepts 
required from study of the specification 
(such as Parliament, government and 
monarchy). 

• offered material that was outside the 
chronological scope of the question 
(especially Question 1 and Question 3) 

• showed less secure historical 
knowledge, for example by confusing 
information about monarchs or groups 
that were less relevant to the question 
(Question 2 and 3) 

• described issues without analysing them 
for cause, change or significance 
(Question 2 and 3) 

• did not leave enough time in the 
examination to offer a fully developed 
response to Question 4 

• gave responses to Question 4 that were 
imbalanced, whether by looking at only 
one side of the argument or considering 
only one of the two relevant time periods. 
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Question 1 

This question requires candidates to select and use two relevant examples and to develop each with a 

small quantity of supporting material.  

Most candidates understood the concept of ‘Parliament’ and attempted to give valid examples of where it 

challenged the power of a monarch. Some strong responses were seen, most often linked to Elizabeth I 

and issues over religious policy or the succession, even though some candidates focused their 

responses around Henry VIII and issues over taxation such as the Amicable Grant (though the grant 

itself was not frequently mentioned and was not necessary in order for the candidates to receive credit). 

It was possible for candidates to obtain all 4 marks with a succinct and focused response, and some 

candidates succeeded in doing so (see Exemplar 1). 

That said, many candidates offered valid examples of Parliament challenging the power of a monarch 

but these could not be credited as they were not rooted in the Tudor period. Most commonly, these 

responses were centred around Parliament’s relationship with Charles I. These responses were not 

uncommon. As ‘the role of Parliament under Henry VIII and Elizabeth I’ is explicitly including in the 

specification, it is likely that more candidates would have achieved higher marks had they reflected on 

the date range of this particular question. 

Responses that offered examples which were potentially relevant to the period but without a specific 

instance or issue within the period were given one mark (for a ‘general point’). 

Exemplar 1 

This is an example of a candidate who achieves full marks with a succinct paragraph. Two examples of a 

Parliamentary challenge are given, supported with a developed example of it (in this case the Member of 

Parliament who brought the challenge).  

Advice to centres 

Centres are encouraged to make sure their candidates reflect on the time period stipulated in this 

question to reduce the prospects of them writing about material which – while historically accurate – 

falls outside the parameters of the question set. 
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Question 2 

This question requires candidates to explain two reasons – in this case causal. Candidates who can offer 

a valid identified reason, support this with some historical evidence and then link the reason back to the 

question are credited as offering an explanation, and so reach Level 3. Candidates who can repeat this 

for a different reason are credited in Level 4.  

King John and Magna Carta is a central part of the first key topic of this specification, and many 

candidates were well prepared to offers valid responses. These responses were well focused on the 

question – identifying a valid baronial grievance towards John – most commonly around issues of 

taxation of injustice. Many of those candidates then went on to show how Magna Carta addressed those 

grievances and this analysis established a link back to the question. A range of impressive historical 

material was seen across the candidate entry. It was not uncommon to see Level 4 responses.  

Although many candidates achieved the higher level, some responses were less successful. Some of 

these restricted themselves to a range of issues the barons had with John without linking these to Magna 

Carta in an analytical way (for Level 2). Others were general critiques of John without a sense of the 

material being associated with the barons (for Level 1). 

Misconception 

Some candidates confused King John with other historically significant monarchs relevant to 

the specification, for example by identifying issues with taxation, but then incorrectly referring 

to these as around ‘ship money’ (Charles I) or by making reference to John and Parliament. 
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Question 3  

Question 3 requires candidates to structure an answer around the concept of significance. While it is 

certainly possible for candidates to structure their answer around significance as a core concept, the vast 

majority of candidates approach this question by explaining how the subject of the question represented 

a change, and then moving on to make as assessment about the significance (or the limited significance) 

of that change. This latter approach does make sure that if candidates’ assessment of significance 

cannot be credited (for Level 4) then they do at least have the opportunity of having their explanation of 

change credited (in Level 3). 

Many candidates had a good understanding of pressure groups identified in the question and chose to 

write about one or both of those, though some candidates also offered material on the actions of the 

NUM in this period, which could also be validly credited. Level 3 answers explaining relevant changes 

were not uncommon, and some candidates made valid assessments of significance. These were most 

commonly in terms of scale (for example the magnitude of CND and its popularity), or reach (for example 

how Greenpeace paved the way the popularity of green politics or for more modern groups such as 

Extinction rebellion) - see Exemplar 2. All valid assessments of significance, or limited significance, were 

credited.   

Some candidates were able to describe the work of relevant pressure groups in this period but without 

any real sense of how they represented change, and it was difficult to credit these answers highly. 
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Exemplar 2 

This is an example of a candidate who initially works through an explanation of change, using CND and 

their campaigns, with the analysis of change around the way they caused disruption to the existing order. 

This is then developed with a reasoned statement about significance based on both CND’s impact and 

as a turning point. This section of the answer would be awarded Level 4, 12 marks. 

Advice to centres 

It was possible for candidates to validly use prior material – such as the activities of the WPSU and 

NUWSS – to make valid judgements about the relative significance of pressure groups in the period in 

the question, but most commonly groups outside the period were used by candidates as if they existed 

within the period of the question itself, and this approach could not be credited. In a specification where 

the ‘broad sweep’ of a long period of history is so important, centres are encouraged to stress the 

importance of a chronological understanding with their candidates. 
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Question 4 

Question 4 requires candidates to consider a statement across two of the three study periods and offer 

explained examples of how the statement could be both supported and challenged. Four explained 

examples covering both sides of the argument and both time periods opens up the higher mark band in 

Level 5. Candidates mainly drew their material from a wide range of examples across their studies from 

which to base their explanations. 

It was not uncommon to see candidates’ scripts begin with their response to Question 4, as centres 

clearly recognise that the overall mark for this question is so much higher than the others across the 

paper and so have recommended this as a way to help candidates manage their time.  

Strong responses were able to provide valid examples that supported (or challenged) the statement and 

analyse them by showing how they either weakened, preserved or strengthened the power of the 

government. There were a significant number of candidates that were able to do so effectively, and so 

access the higher levels.  

The final mark, in Level 5, was reserved for those candidates who could also offer a ‘clinching argument’, 

most probably based around a comparative judgement or a particular turning point. A number of these 

were seen. 

Some candidates were able to identify valid examples, but were less confident in terms of offering 

analysis of whether the material led to the weaking (or strengthening) the power of the government at 

that time. This was especially true of material relevant to the Tudor period, where candidates could offer 

a description of potentially relevant events but the relevant explanation was missing. Responses that 

could not offer at least one explained example were capped at Level 2. 
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Exemplar 3 

This section of a candidate’s response is a good example of a clearly explained example, as part of an 

answer that offers a range of explanations across both time periods and both sides of the argument. The 

example has been clearly identified, and then developed with supporting information. The candidate 

clearly offers a statement that links back to the question, at which point it is credited as an explanation. 

As part of the candidate’s wider answer, this paragraph was credited in Level 5, but on its own would be 

considered a sound enough explanation to be awarded Level 3, 11 marks. 
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